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Abstract 
Germano, GM., and S. Mazzanti, Closure functions and general iterates as reflectors (Fundamental 
Study), 7heoretical Computer Science 82 (1991) 215-252. 
Closure functions and the semantics of while-do statements prove to have the same algebraic 
structure; both are reflectors, i.e. left adjoints for the irxl ision functdr. So reflectors appear to 
be basic elements of constructive mathematics. 
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0. Introduction 
This paper constitutes the central part of a trilogy on iteration. First [36], primitive 
iteration has been systematically discussed in the framework of unary functions on 
natural numbers. 
Now, this paper investigates the transition from primitive iterates (corresponding 
to for-until-do statements) togeneral iterates (corresponding to while-do statements) 
and offers an insight into the very nature of general iteration. Closure functions (in 
particular inductive closure functions) and general iterates prove to have the same 
algebraic structure; both are reflectors, i.e. left adjoints for the inclusion functor. 
But inductive closure functions are important items of constructive mathematics. 
Indeed the induction principle holds and recursive definitions are meaningful only 
for those sets which are inductive closures, i.e. values of inductive closure functions. 
Also general iterates are important items of constructive mathematics because 
machines work iteratively. Therefore reflectors prove to be basic elements of con- 
structive mathematics. 
Next [38], general iteration will be systematically discussed in the framework of 
unary functions on natural numbers. 
This paper endeavours to fill two major gaps in mathematical computer science. 
Firstly, in everyday computer practice, while-do statements are implemented indepen- 
dently from recursive procedures, which cost more time and memory. So, to supply 
a guideline for implementation of while-do statements, emantics hould describe 
iteration independently from recursion. But, in theoretical computer science, recur- 
sion has received an excellent mathematical treatment via Recursion Theorem 
[ 13,601 in the framework of Lattice Theory [87-891 and of Category Theory [65,66], 
whereas the same has not been the case for iteration. So the semantics of a while-do 
statement is usually defined as the semantics of a recursive procedure simulating 
that statement [91,45,12,99,86,70], following McCarthy [71]. Therefore the usual 
semantics is not able to supply a guideline for the implementation of while-do 
statements. 
This paper introduces asemantics of o statements in its own right, indepen- 
dentry from the smdcs of recursive procedures. It is important o note that closure 
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theory is sufficient for the semantics of iteration, whereas the semantics of recursion 
postulates topology; indeed continuity appears to be its essential requirement 
[87-89,391. But closure functions (extensive, monotone and idempotent functions) 
are weaker [8, I, Section 51 than topological closure functions (extensive, union- 
homomorphic and idempotent functions). Therefore the semantics of iteration has 
weaker requirements than that of recursion. 
Secondly, up to now the famous MacLane Thesis, “Adjoints occur almost 
everywhere in many branches of Mathematics” [69, IV, Notes] has found little 
support in mathematical computer science _ SS], despite many efforts to acquaint 
computer scientists with adjunction [43,44]. This paper enunciates that the meaning 
of a while-do statement is a left adjoint for the inclusion functor. 
In Section 1, we outline a cone/cocone theory tailored precisely to cover the basic 
constructions of computer science, like products/coproducts; then, we introduce 
more sophisticated infimum/supremum and limit/colimit notions than the usual 
ones; thus we can describe the codomains of universal arrows as colimits. In Section 
2, the closure theory for categories is stated. In Section 3, the traditional closure 
theory is obtained from the closure theory for categories. In Section 4, the closure 
theory for iterak’ion G_ l ,rs is obtained from the closure theory for categories. 
This paper is self-contained, except for some elementary notions like those of 
categ 3~ and functor; the rather lengthy style is intended to enhance intelligibility 
by computer science students not familiar with algebr J; an appendix contains a full 
account of adjoints and reflectors. 
Some of the ideas ir, this paper have been sketched in the framework of universal 
algebra [34]. A previous version of this paper has appeared as an internal research 
report [37]. The results of this paper could be extended to loose categories [35]. 
All through this paper we agree that i, k, m, n are natural numbers (non-negative 
integers). 
0.1. Closure theory 
Consider any set U, let pow W be its power set and let 
a, b, c E pow U, A, Bcpow U. 
0.1.1. Closure families 
Set 
and 
clos U,B a=n,,{blacbEB}. 
For every a, 
c10s~,~ a E pow V-; 
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so the relation 
is a function on pow U. 
B is a closure_family on pow U iff 
for every A. If B is a closure family on pow U, then 
cIos~,~ a E B, 
for every a; in particular, 
U = c10s~,~ U E B. 
0. I.2 Closure functions 
For any function cp on pow U, 
fixcp={alcpa=a) 
is the set of the jixpoints of Q; note that 
Q is a monotone function on pow U iff Q is a function on pow U, such that 
for every a, b. Q is a union-homomorphic function on pow U iff Q is a function on 
pow U, such that 
<p(aub)=qau<pb, 
for every a, b. Q is an extensiue function on pow U iff Q is a function on pow U, 
such that 
accpa, 
ibr every a. If Q is an extensive function on pow U, then U E fix Q. Q is an idempotent 
function on pow U iff Q is a function on pow U, such that 
Q(QU) = Qa, 
for every a. Note that Q is an idempotent function on pow U iff the image of Q 
ca-incides with the set of the fixpoints of Q. Q is a closure function on pow U iff it 
is a monotone, extensive and idempote;?t function on F?D,W U. Q is a topological 
closure;‘unction on pow U i it is a un;on-homomorphic, extensive and idempotent 
function on pow U, having the empty set as a fixpoint. Every topological closure 
function is a closure function. 
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0. 1.3. Moore theorems 
The following theorems describe the relationship between closure families and 
closure functions. 
0.1s. Theorem. clos u,B is a mOnOtOne and extensive function on pow U. If B is a 
closure family on pow U then clos u,B is an idempotent function on pow U. 
0.2a. Theorem. If B is a closure family on pow U then fix(clo~“,B) = B. 
O.lb. Theorem. If (o is an extensive and monotone function on pow U then fix up is a 
closure family on pow U. 
0.2b. Theorem. If q is a closure function on pow U then clos u.fiXcp =cp. 
From the theorems above, we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
0.3. Theorem. ahe correspondence B I-+ clos U,B induces a bijection from the class of 
closure families on pow U onto the class of closure functions on pow U, whereas the 
correspondence 9 - fix Q induces the inverse bijection from the class of closure functions 
on pow U onto the class of closure families on pow U. 
For any closure family B on pow U, clos u,B is the closure function on pow U 
with respect to B; for any a, the set clos u,B a is the closure of a on pow U with 
respect to B. 
0.1.4. Induction 
For any function q from U” into U, 
Clos Q = {a IV, ,,...,_ \ ,Ea~(x~ 9 l . . 9 x,,) E al 
is the family of sets closed with respect to cp. Clos cp is a closure family, the mapping 
clos “,P = clos [I, C& cp is the inductive closure function on pow U with respect to q 
and the set closU,, a is the inductive clo.cure of a on pow U with respect to 9. Such 
wording is due to the following Induction principle. 
The Induction Thesis, x E c for every x E c10s~,~ a, follows from the Induction 
Basis, x E c for every x E a, and from the Induction Step, q(x, , . . . , x,,) E c for every 
x,,. l ,X,,EC. 
Indeed, by the Induction Basis and the Induction Step, a G c E Clos cp, so that 
a 
c~os~~,~ a =&{bl acbEClostp}Ec. 
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0.2. Iteration theory 
0.2.1. Primitive iteration 
Consider any set Obj of “objects”, let a E Obj, let B C_ Obj, let Id be the identity 
function on objects, let ar be any function from objects into natural numbers and 
let p, 4p be any functions on objects. For any n, set 
P” =Idorpo* l ‘OQ, 
where Q is intended to be taken n times. 
The first primitive iteration operator is defined to act as follows [36] 
I(@, Qh* Q""(pa) 
and can be visualized by the flow-diagram in Fig. 1. The second primitive iteration 
operator is a special case of the first primitive iteration operator [36], 
((Y, Id, Q): 4 - Qaaa. 
Consider ?he function A, assigning the meaning to each item of a programmin, 
language. The correspondence between the for-until-do construct and the second 
Fig. 1 
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primitive iteration operator can be expressed in the following way: 
for any arithmetical expression A and any statement S of the language. 
0.2.2. General iteration 
The jirst iteration-step counting function is defined to act as follows: 
UB, P, cp): Q - Pnwva~ E B) 
and gives the least number of “q-iteration steps” which must be performed to reach 
the “next B-element” from the “start point” pa [38]. 
The first general iteration operator is defined as 
I(B, p, 50) = I(&@, i% Q), p, Q) : Q - Q1’B*p’4P’“(pa); 
it initializes a to the “start point” pa and transforms it into the “next B-element” 
(pl(B,P*q)a(~a) by performing the number J( B, p, q)a of “cp-iteration steps” [38]. 
The action of the first general iteration operator can be visualized by the flow-diagram 
in Fig. 2. 
The second iteration-step counting function is a special case of the first iteration-step 
counting function: 
(BJq) = J,( B, Id, Q> 1 a I+ pi(q’a E B); 
Fig. 2 
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it give:-the least number of “q-iteration steps” which must be performed to reach 
the “next B-element” from the “start point” Q [26]. 
The second general iteration operator is a special case of the first general iteration 
operator: 
Bd<p = I( B, Id, cp): a - QcBio’aa; 
it transforms the “start point” u into the “next B-element” (P(~*‘% by performing 
the number (BJp)a of “q-iteration steps” [26,27,38]. The function BIq is called 
the “general iterate” of q~ under the control of B. 
The correspondence between the while-do construct and the second general 
iteration operator can be expressed in the following way: 
for any boolean expression B and any statement S [31,38]. Indeed, the execution 
of the while-do statement above on any ob-iect CB gives rise to the following computa- 
tion path: 
a 9’.‘9 Qia ). . . ) <pka, 
where 
Qia E B, for i < k, 
<pka E B; 
that is 
k = P,,(Q"~ E B) = (B&da, 
Q% = QcB1u'aQ = (BIq)a. 
In all other primitive iteration operators the iteration-step counting function is 
constant [36]. Thus it is impossible to obtain any other general iteration operator 
from them. On the other hand, it is easy to check that 
This means that the first general iteration operator can be obtained from the second 
general iteration operator. Therefore we will concern ourselves only with the second 
general iteration operator corresponding to the while-do construct, which is the 
standard general iterative construct in computer practice. 
0.3. Motivation 
Consider the set N of natural numbers, the usual successor function S on natural 
numbers and set 
[n],={mIm=nmodk}, 
S n_ Sn ifWOl,,, 
h - 
n if n E [o],. 
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Now, the closure function clos N,SJ acts as shown in Fig. 3a, whereas the general 
iterate [O], is the meaning of the statement 
whilel(x=Omod3)dox:=x+l 
and acts as shown in Fig. 3b. 
The analogy of Figs. 3a and b suggests that closure functions and general iterates 
have the same algebraic structure. This paper investigates this common algebraic 
structure and shows that both the closure functions and the general iterates are (the 
object part of) reflectors, i.e. left adjoints for the inclusion functor. To do this, we 
state first a closure theory for categories from which both the classical closure theory 
and the closure theory for iteration can then be obtained as particular cases. 
0.4. Historical notes 
0.4.1. Closure and reflection 
In 1908, at the “IV Congress0 Internazionale dei Matematici” in Rome, both 
Moore and Riesz presented memoires on the foundations of analysis [74, $ I]. Moore 
introduced “extensionally attainable properties”, called later “Moore families” by 
Birkhoff [3], “closure systems” by Cohn [lo] and “closure families” in this paper. 
Riesz stated four axioms which characterize “Verdichtungstellen” of sets and which 
can be interpreted as defining topological 7’1 -spaces [3, V]; indeed functions extend- 
ing each set by its “Verdichtungstellen” turn out to be extensive, union-homomorphic 
and idempotent. 
In 1910, Moore introduced closure functions, namely extensive, monotone and 
idempotent functions; Moore Theorems [75, I, § 39, Theorem IV] discuss the 
relationships between closure families and closure functions. 
In 1920, after the important work of Frechet on the foundations of topology [21], 
the Ph.D. thesis of C. Kuratowski defined topological spaces by means of topological 
closure functions, namely extensive, union-homomorphic and idempotent functions 
[63,64]. 
In 1921 Hertz started a series of publications on deductive theories, namely sentence 
sets closed with respect to deduction rules [50-521; deductive theories were also 
investigated by London [68]. 
In 1928 Tarski began his fundamental research on inductive closures of sentence 
sets with respect to deduction rules [93-981; deductive theories offered later the 
environment of the classic monograph Undecidable 7Tzeories [98]. 
(11 E 11,21 c h2.3) 152 5 3 
Fig. 3 
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In I937 Birkhoff discussed the relationship between closure functions and com- 
pleteness, implicitly using a notion of reflector ante litteram 123. It is worthwhile 
noting that this paper appeared in the same volume of the Annals of Mathematics 
in which the famous Tech compactification (actually the most famous example of 
reflection) was proposed [9]. 
In I940 the fundamental treatise Lattice Theory by Birkhoff [3] offered a systematic 
exposition of such topics. Thus a research series on closure functions started [101, 
73, 79, 80, 19, 76, 771. 
In 1948 Bourbaki revisited the mathematical construction of complete xtensions, 
considering Tech compactification in particular [7, App. III, SW les applications 
universelles]; in doing so, he essentially defined the notion of reflection as Herrlich 
and Strecker emarked [48]. 
In 1964 reflections and coreffections were explicitly introduced by Freyd [22] to 
algebraically describe the constructions above; Kennison remarks [57] that some 
of Freyd’s results on reflectors are category theoretic versions of theorems about 
universal algebra by Birkhoff [ 31. Mitchell [ 721 interchanged the wordings “reflector” 
and “coreflector”, so that coreflectors fit with colimits. Reflectors were systematically 
investigated inthe Ph.D. thesis of KenniAon [57], in the basic monograph by Herrlich 
[47] and in the textbook by Herrlich and Strecker [49]. Freyd noted that on orders 
the reflectors are closure functions and the images of closure functions are full 
reflective subcategories [23]. Closure functions are still the object of much research 
[53-561 and closure theory is discussed in every handbook on universal algebra 
[ 10,46,8]. Winskel discusses the unfolding of safe Petri nets into occurrence nets 
in terms of coreflection [102,103]. In the framework of category theory, closure 
theory can be treated using monads [16,20,69,67,11,104] as we will do in a future 
paper. 
0.4.2. Iteration 
In 1888, according to Kleene [61], Computability Theory was started by 
Dedekind’s famous Recursion Theorem [13, Section 1261 stating that primitive 
iterative functions can be defined recursively; thereafter, recursion took pride of 
place in the thinking of logicians. 
In 1931 Giidel introduced the limited minimization operator which can be con- 
sidered an ancestor of primitive iteration operators [42]. 
In 1936 Kleene developed the limited minimization operator into the unlimited 
minimization operator which can be considered an ancestor of general iteration 
operators [58]. Furthermore he showed how to obtain general computable functions 
by using the unlimited minimization operator but no primitive recursion [59]. 
obinson [84,85] systematically discussed primitive iteration in the framework 
of primitive computable functions and started a research series which was continued 
by many authors [83, 40, 41, 24, 92, 361; in the last paper the simplest known 
characterization of primitive iterative unary functions is given, using only the first 
primitive iteration operator. 
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Robinson [82], following Kleene [58], tried to extend Robinson’s work to general 
computable functions. Her famous characterization of general computable unary 
functions using composition, addition and inversion is one of the corner stones of 
Undecidable Theories [98]. Unfortunately, inversion has no counterpart in program- 
ming: to overcome this difficulty, a characterization of the same functions using 
composition, addition arkd the second general iteration operator (corresponding to 
the while-do construct of programming) will be given [38]. 
The goto command invaded for a time the field of mathematical Computer Science 
[go]; but Biihm and Jacopini [S, 61, following Robinson [82], showed eventually 
how to reduce goto programs to while-do programs. 
Eilenberg and Elgot constructed computable sequence functions in the framework 
of category theory, using iteration operators [14,15]. Iterative characterizations of 
computable sequence functions of natural numbers were obtained as semantics of 
Markov’s normal algorithms without concluding formulas [26,27], which work in 
a simple iterative manner but are equivalent to the original Markov’s normal 
algorithms 125,281. Iterative characterizations of computable sequence functions of 
natural numbers have been systematically discussed [29,31] and used for semantics 
of programs [30,33]. Also iterative characterizations of computable stack functions 
of natural numbers have been systematically discussed [32] and iterative characteriz- 
ations of computable sequence functions of integer numbers have been introduced 
WI 
Iterative theories have been the major research topic of Elgot [ 18,4] followed by 
Nelson [ 781. 
1. Preliminaries 
$ ,onsider any class Obj of “objects” and any class Horn of “homomorphisms”. 
V% agree that 
a, 41, aI 9 l ..,b,b& ,..., cEObj, 
f;.f’, g, g’, h E Ham, 
that 
kq, B, B’, CC_ Obj, A, B, B’, C # 0, 
F,G,Hc_Hom, F,G,H#(d 
and that 
& = (Obj, Horn, dom, cod, 0, 1) 
is a category. e set 
Dom F = {domflfe F}, Cod F = {cod_/-)_/‘E F}. 
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F is a cone iff 
dom f = dom g, codf=codg a f=g, 
for every J g E E F is a cocone iff 
domf=domg + f=g, cod f = cod g, 
foreveryf,gEF.fisanarrowfromatob,f:a~b,iffdomf=aandcodf=hF 
is a cone from a to B, F : a 4 B, iff F is a cone, Dom F = {a} and Cod F = B; then 
we set dom F = a. F is a cocone from A to 6, F : A b 6, iff F is a cocone, Dom F = A 
and Cod F = (6); then we set cod F = b. Note that 
f :a-Fb W (f}: a”(b) H (f):(a)bb. 
We set 
a+6 H 3#:a+b, 
a-B H &F:aaB, Apb H 3,F:Apb, 
4B={a(a-aB}, A”={bIAc-6). 
Note that 
a+6 @ a”(b) e aC{b} 
e (a)c-b H be(a)-, 
aaB @ QbEga+b, Am6 H tl,,,a+b. 
a is a minimum of A on & iff 
a;AAaaA. 
a is a maximum of A on d iff 
a is an infimum in A for B on s4 iff a is a maximum of A n “B on &; when such 
an infimum is unique, let inf .d,A B be such infimum. a is an injmum for B on & iff 
a is an infimum in Obj for B on ti, i.e. a maximum of “B on SE; when such an 
infimum is unique, we set 
infea B = inf.~~,o~j B. 
A is an inferior family on 4 i.e. iff for every 6, A n “{ 6) f 0, i.e. iff for every 6 there 
is some a E A, such that a --f 6. 
b is a supremum for A in B on ~4 iff b is a minimum of A” n B on d; when 
such a supremum is unique, let sup .rJ,B A be such supremum. b is a supremum for 
A on A! iff b is a supremum for A in Obj on A?, i.e. a minimum of A” on A-& B is 
a superior family on & i for every a, (a)” n # (d, i.e. iff for every a there is some 
bE , such that a + 6. 
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1.1. mma. If A” n B # 8 then a 4 (A” n B) for every a E A. 
1.2. Lemma. a is a minimum of A WI SI i$a E A and a is ckz injmum for A on SL 
1.3. Theorem. If (a>” n B f 8 and b is an injmum for (a)” n B on & then 
beB + bE({a}%B). 
Proof. Assume that {a}” n 63 f 8. By Lemma 1.1, a - ({a}” n B). If b is an infimum 
for {a}” n B on &’ then a + b i.e. b E {a}“, then 
6663 a bE({a}?B). 0 
Corollary. If (a)” n B # (b then b is a supremum for {a} in B on d iff b E B and b is 
an injimum for (a)” n B on J& 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2. Cl 
1.1’. Lemma. If An “B Z 8 then (An 4B) - b for every b E B. 
1.2’. Lemma. IY is a maximum of A on &’ ifla E A and a is a supremum for A on &. 
1.3’. Theorem. If A n “{b} f 0 and a is a supremum for A n “(b} on ti then 
aEA a aE(An”{b}). 
Corollary. Zf A n “(b) # 0 then a is an infimum in A for {b} on d ifl a E A and a is 
a supremum for A n “(b) on ,sL 
l 4 is a preorder iff 
domf=domgAcodf=codg * f=g, 
for every f and g. 
les. Consider the set R of real numbers, the set 63 of rational numbers, the 
set Z of integer numbers and let d be the order of real numbers, i.e. the preorder 
such that Obj = 03 and a + b ($ a s b. Set 
1 ( ) 
I1 
e,= l+- , for n > 0. 
n 
for k,,),,,. in on d and 
sup.d,Z{e,,},,;50 = 3. The set of prime numbers is a superior family on & 
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1.1. Factors and cofactors 
For f:a+b and G:bdC, we set j’.- : ifoglgEG}; then foG:aaC. For 
F:Amb and g:b+c, we set Fog=(f ~!j E F}; then Fog:Ac-c. The class of 
factors of H through G is the class 
FacGH={flfoG=H} 
and we set 
Fat, h = Fat{,) {h}. 
When Fat, h has a unique element, fat, h is intended to be that element. The class 
of cofactors of H through F is the class 
Cofac,H={glFog=H} 
and we set 
Cofacf h = CofacI,, {h}. 
When Cofacfh has a unique element, cofacJh is intended to be that element. & is 
right cancelzing iff IFac, h 1 s 1, for every g and h, i.e. iff 
f”g=Sog 3 f=f’, 
for every J f, g such that J respectively f’, is composable with g. & is left cancelling 
iff ICofacJ hi s 1, for every f and h, i.e. iff 
fog=fog’ * g=g’, 
for everyf, g, g’ such that f is composable with g, respectively with g’. SQ is cancelling 
iff it is both right and left cancelling. 
2.1. mma. Any preorder is cancelling. 
f is an isomorphism from a to 5, f: a = 6, iff the class Facf 1 b of left inverse arrows 
off and the class CofacY 1 a of right inverse arrows off have a non-empty intersection, 
iff the class Facf 1 b n Cofac/ 1 a of inverse arrows off is non-empty. a is isomorphic 
tr, 6, a = 6, iff there is an isomorphism from a to 6. Note that 
f :a=6 3 f:a+b, 
a=6 + a+b. 
SQ is strong skeletal iff 
f:a= 6 * f=la=lb 
for every f, a and 6. .J# is skeletal iff 
for every a and 6. & is antisymmetric iff 
for every a and 6. 
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If J$ is a preorder then ti is strong skeletal iff it is skeletal iff it is 
antisymmetric. 
Proof. If ~8 is a preorder then a = 6 e Q* b. Cl 
An order is an antisymmetric preorder, i.e. a skeletal preorder, i.e. a stron 
preorder. Our notion of “strong skeletal” coincides with the notion of “skeletal” 
according to Krishnan [62], whereas our notion of “skeletal”’ coincides with that 
of MacLane [69]. 
Example. A path category is a caeu2gor-y 
~8! =(Obj, Horn, first, last, 0 9 sing) 
such that 
Horn E Obj+ = {(aj IO s i s n)}n,ni, 
first (a,, . . . , a,) = ao, last (a,, . . . , a,) = a,, 
(a O,**., am)O(am,. . . s a,+,) = (a,, . . . s a,+,), 
sing a = (a). 
This kind of composition has been called “concatenation” [69, II, Section 7; 17, II, 
l] or “coalescence” [34,35] and is a special case of natural join [ 1001. 
Every path category is cancelling and strong skeletal; indeed 
(a,, . . . , a,)Oh,,, . . . , am+J=@o,. l 9 &+A 
iff 
QO =bo,...,a,+,=b,,,. 
1.2. Universal arrows and cones 
f is a weak universal arrow, respectively a universal arrow from A to b on d iff 
(1) %,,f:a+b; 
(2) for every g such that l CI + b and IFaqg( > 1, respectively IFaqgl = 1. 
weak universal cone, respectively a universal cone from A to on & iff 
(2) for every cone G such that 
l&K&(=1. 
res 
eak) universal arrow fro 
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emma. If d is right cancelling then F is a weak universal cone from A to B on 
SSZ iff F is a universal cone from A to B on ca4. 
emma. If F and G are universal cones from A to B on ~2 then there is some j 
such that f: dom F T dom G and f 0 F = G. 
Corollary. (1) If .~4 is skeletal and F9 G are universal cones from A to B on & then 
dom F = dom G. 
(2) If & is strong skeletal and F, G are universal cones from A to B or5 ~4 then F = G. 
a is a (weak) limit in A for B on SI iff there is some (weak) universal cone F 
from A to B on &‘, such that a = dom F; when such a limit is unique, let limS4,A B 
be such limit. a is a (weak) limit for B on Cd iff a is a (weak) limit in Obj for B 
on A?. 
3.3. Lemma. ( 1) lj* a is a weak limit in A for I? on & then A n a B # 8 and a is an 
@mum in A for B on .s!. 
(2) If ~4 is a preorder then a is a limit in A for B on d i$ a is .I weak limit in A 
.fos B 011 d, ifl An “B f 0 and a is an @mum in A for B on ~4 
. Lemma. ( 1) If f is a universal arrow from A to b on Sz then A r? “(b} # 8, dom f 
is c limit in A -for (b) on ,~3 and cod f = b. 
(2) If &’ is a preorder then f is a universal arrow from A to b on 311 i$A n “{b} # 0, 
dom f is an injimum in A for (6) on d and cod f = b. 
corollary. (1) Iff is a universal arrowjrom A to b .gn ~4 then A n “{ 6) # $4, dom f E A, 
cod f = b and dom,f is a supremum .for An “(b) on &. 
(2) IW is a preorder then f is a universal arrow from A to b on ti iff A n “(b) # 8, 
dor c ._ A, zodf = b and dom f is a supremum for A n “{b} on &. 
roof. By the corollary of Theorem 1.3’. 0 
f is a weak universal, respectively a universal, arrow from a to B on s4 iff 
(I) &t&-b; 
(2) for every g such that ZlbLBg: a + b, ICofac, gla 1, respectively ICofac.pgl = 1. 
F is a weak universal, respectively a universal cocone from A tc B on S? iff 
(1) ~tJ=:A=+; 
(2) for every cocone G such that ,,, ,]G : A - b, ICofac, G I 2 1, respectively 
a to (f) is a (weak) universall 
cocone from (a} to 
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3.1’. Lemma. If .& is left cancelling then F is a weak universal cocone from A to B on 
,J$ @F is a universal cocone from A to B on .QL 0 
3.2’. Lemma. If F and G are universal cocones from A to B on cr& then there is some 
f such thatf: cod F= cod G and Fof = G. 
Corollary. (1) If d is skeletal and F, G are universal cocones from A to B an & then 
cod F = cod 63. 
(2) If & is strong skeletal and F, G are universal cocones from A to B on S$ then 
F=G. 
6 is a (weak) colimit for A in B on ti iff there is some (weak) universal cocone 
F from A to B on Sp, such that b = cod F; when such a colimit is unique, let 
colim.~,B A be such colimit. 6 is a (weak) colimit for A on & iff b is a (weak) colimit 
for A in Obj on A 
3.3’. Lemma. (1) If b is a weak colimit for A in B on d then A” n B + fl and !J is a 
supremum for A in B on &. 
(2) If & is a preorder then b is a colimit _for A in B on & ifl b is a weak colimit for 
A in B on &, i# A” n B # 0 and b is a supremum for A in B on SL 
3.4’. Lemma. (1 j IJ f is a universal arrow from a to B on ~2 then (a)” n B # 0, 
dom f = a and cod f is a colimit for (a) in B on d. 
(2) If & is a preorder then f is a universal arrow from a to B on ti #(a)” n B # 0, 
dom f = a and cod f is a supremum for (a} in B on &. 
Corollary. (1) Iff is a universal arrow from a tc E on ti then (a )” n B Z 0, dom f - a, 
codf E B and codf is an injmum for (a)” n B on ~4. 
(2) If ~3 is a preorder #hen f is a universal arrow from a to B on & ifl (a)” n B Z 0, 
dam f = a, cod f E B and cod f is an injmum for (a)” n B on &. 
roof. By the corollary of Theorem 1.3. Cl 
ple. Consider any function 50 on Obj. The q-path category is the path category 
%tR( <p) = CObj, Path( <p), first, last, 0, sing) 
such that 
Path( cp )= clos Obj+,@( P u WL ) = {(da 10 6 f ‘s n>L,, . 
For every a such that cp”a E B for some n, the path 
(q’a 10s is (B&)a) 
iversal cp-path fro a to opa 2%fbq cp ). eed, for every q-path 
(vial0 ‘-= St- n ):a+cp”aEB, 
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the set of its cofactors through ((pia (0~ i 4 (BJcp)a) is 
Cofq,b 10 sis_(E&p)a) Q ( ‘a~~SiSn)={(cp’a~(B~cp)a~i~n)}. 
Therefore 
. 
CQlmPntA( cp),E {a} = last{& 10 S is (BJq)a)= ~p(~~~‘o(l= (BIq)a. 
2. Closure theory for categories 
2.1. Universal families 
Let v, 77’ be functions from Obj into Horn. B is an ~-universal family on ~4 iff 
va is a universal arrow from a to B, for every a. B is a universal family on s& iff 
there is some q such that B is an q-universal family on d. 
4.1. Theorem. (1) IjX is skeletal and B is an q-universalfamily on SQ then codtqb) = 
b, for every b E B. 
(2) If SB is strong skeletal and B is an q-universal family on & then vb = 1 b, for 
every b E B. 
roof. Assume that b E B. Then 1 b is a universal arrow from b to B in any case 
and qb i.s a universal arrow from b to B, in so far as B is an r)-universal family on 
.s& By the corollary of Lemma 3.2’ the theorem follows immediately. •I 
4.2. Theorem. (1) If B is an q-universal family on & then B is s superior family on 
& and for every a, a = dom( va) whereas cod( qa) is a colimit for (a) in B on ~2. 
(2) lf d is a preorder then B is an q-universal family on ti iff B is a superior family 
on 94 and for every a, a = dom( qa) whereas cod( qa) is a supremum for (a) i,r B 
on 5& 
roof. By Lemma 3.4’. U 
Coroiia . (1) If B is Q universal family on s4 then B is a -superior family on & and 
for every a there is some colimit for (a) in B on ~4. 
(2) lf & is a preorder then B is a universal farnil)* on & iff B is a superior family 
on s4 and for every a there is some supremum for (a) in B on &. 
(1) If is a universal family on ~4 then is a superior family on & 
a there is some such that b is an in~mum for (a)% 
(2) lf ~2 is a preorder then IS a universal family on L$ iff B is a srlperior fcmily 
on s4 andfor every a there is some b E 13 such that b is an infimum for (a)” n B on A 
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Proof. By the corollary above, the corollary of Lemma 3.3’ and the corollary of 
Theorem 1.3. Cl 
4.4. Theorem. If d is strong skeletal then for every B there is at most one r) such that 
B is an q-universal family on d. 
Proof. Assume that d is strong skeletal and that B is both an q-universal family 
on & and an +$-universal family on J& Then, for every Q, both qa, $a are universal 
arrows from a to B. By the corollary of Lemma 3.2’, qa = $a, for every a. So 
r) = 7’. Q 
4.5. Theorecrr _ [f & is skeletal then for every v there is at most one B such that B is 
an fq-universal family on 5& 
Proof. Assume that & is skeletal and that B, B’ are q-universal families on &. By 
Theorem 4.1, 
bE B + b=cod(qb)E B’, 
in so far as B and B’ are q-universal families on .& So B c B’ and, symmetrically, 
B’S B. Concluding: B = B’. Cl 
4.6. Theorem. For every strong skeletal category sZ, the relation 
Eta, = {(B, v)( B is an q--universal family of &) 
is an injection of the class of universal families into the class of functions from Obj 
into Horn. 
Proof. By Theorems 4.4 and 4.5. 0 
Set 
Hom&3 =‘{f13..*~basf:a-*b}, 
let 
9~8~ B = (B, Horn d B , dom, cod, 0, 1) . - I 
be the full subcategory of s8 on B and let &@c&,B be the (full) inclusion functor from 
%z&B into ti. 
For any q-universal family B on &, any a and anycf; we define the functor %‘.d~,, 
from & into %.&$ by setting 
% .U%V a = cod( qa), 
% dB*V f= cofa+iomf~(fo rl(cocJf)). 
The second part of this definition is meaningful because 
Ic f o aF=rj(domJ) U-o vMlf))t = 1, 
in so far as ,q( dom f ) is a universal arrow from dam f to B. 
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Remark. %.,,J, * q is the r]-reflector from d into B, i.e. the left adjoint for the ixlarsion 
functor &c,~.~ by q. See the Appendix. 
For any strong skelet al category & and ar?y universal family B on &, set Q~,~ = 
Eta.3%.i3 = ct7~3.,,~~.~ . 
.7. Theorem. (1) If ~4 is skeletal and B is an v-universal’family on cd then 
for every a. 
(2) If .&’ is strong skeletal and B is an q-universal family on ti then 
for every a. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1. Cl 
4.8. Theorem. (1) For every q-universal family B on & and every a, cesJ,,,a is a 
colimit for {a} in B. 
(2) IlfGd is a preorder then, for every q-universal family B on A’ and every a, %_d,B,Ta 
is a supremum for (a) in B. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2. Cl 
Corollary. (1) For every strong skeletal category ~4, every universal family B on d 
and every a, Ce.C.J.8a = colim,,,{a}. 
(2) For every order.& every universalfamily 43 on ti and every a, %T.d,Ba = sup.,,,(a). 
xample. For every function 4p on Obj, B is a universal family on &z&( q) iff for 
every a there is some n such that $‘a E B (see Section 4). For every such family I?, 
therefore 
c< 
L.P.: tA( q ),B a = colim 
2.2. Closure functions and ,functors . 
For any functor 9 defined on G’, <%ohj = {(a. $a)}, is the object part of 9. For 
any function CJJ on Obj, fix cp = (a 1 pa = a} is the jixpoint family of cp. For any functor 
8, such that %‘ohi is a function on Obj, fix % = fixi &_J = {a 1 %a = a) is the fixpoint 
famil_v of 8. 
9 is a monotorwfunction on ti iff cp is a function on Obj, such that 
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for every a, b. q is an extensiuefunction on & iff gc is a function on Obj, such that 
a + qa, for every a. 25’ is an q-extensiue functor on ~4 iff % is a functor on ~8, such 
that 
f” rlkodf) = q(domf) 0 %” 
for every J g is an extensive functor on & iff 8 is an q-extensive functor on &, for 
some 77. 
Remark. g is GI q-extensive functor on & iff %Z is a functor on .FZ and q is a natural 
transformation from the identity functor on .J& to 5%. See the Appendix. 
cp is an idempotent function on & iff q is a function on Obj, such that q( pa) = va, 
for every a. SF is an v-idempotent functor on & iff ZF is a functor on ,pP, such that 
q( %a) = l( %‘a), for every a. % is an idempotentjknctor on d iff % is an q-idempotent 
functor on ~$2, for some 77. 
cp is a closurefunction on ti iff q is a monotone, extensive and idempotent function 
on J& V? is an +osure functor on .PI iff 5% is an q-extensive and g-idempotent 
functor on &. % is a closure functor on & iff 8 is an q-closure functor on &, for 
some v. 
5.1. Theorem. (1) TTle correspondence % ++ gobj induces 
(1 1) a function jkm the class of functors on ti into the class of monotone functions 
on s2p, 
(1.2) a function from the class qf extensive functors on d into the class of monotone 
and extensive functions on ,pP, 
(1.3) a ,EUnction from the class of closure functors on d into the class of closure 
functions on d. 
(2) If d is a preorder then the correspondence 8 H 8obj induces 
(2.1) a bijection from the class of functors on 94 onto the class of monotone functions 
on S& 
(2.2) a bijection from the class of extensive functors on d onto the class of monotone 
and extensive functions on &, 
(2.3) a bijection from the class of &sure functors on d onto the class of closure 
fiinctions on d. 
Proof. ( 1 .l ) The object part of any functor on & is a monotone function on & by 
definition. 
(1.2) If 3% is an extensive functor on .B? then there is an q such that 
la0 qa = Tao %(la); 
therefore 
dom(qa)=dom(la)=a, 
codbp)=cod(%(~a))= %‘a, 
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SO that r~a : a + %‘a and the object part of 58 turns out to be an extensive function 
on A 
(1.3) If 8’ is a closure functor on SJZ then there is an 7 such that 
qa:a + %a, 7j-(ga) = I(8a); 
therefore 
%(%a)=cod(~(Za))=cod(l(8a))= %a 
and the object part of g turns out to be an idempotent function on J& 
(2) The correspondence %’ H %obj induces a bijection from the class of functors 
on & onto the class of monotone functions on d because very functor %’ on & is 
univocally determined by its object part ‘8obj. Indeed, for every f there is a unique 
arrow 
g: %‘(domf)+ 8(codf) 
in SO far as %obj is a monotone function on & by (1 .l), and AZ is a preorder; but 
%‘f: %‘(domf)+ ‘Z(codf) 
in so far as 8’ is a functor on &; therefore %'f is uniquely determined by the values 
of %obj on dom f and codJ: Cl 
2.3. Moore theorems fcr categories 
The following theorems describe the relationship between universal families and 
closure functors in strong skeletal and left cancelling categories. 
6.la. Theorem. (1) For every q-universal family B on &, %‘d,B,T 0 Azc,, is an v- 
extensive functor on A?. 
(2) For every strong skeletal category & and every universal family B on S& 
% NB 0 .%c~,~ is an qgJ,&dempotent functor on A?. 
roof. It is easy to check that %‘d,s,rl is a functor from & into %&&,B, so that 
% &,B,t) 0 J&WC,, is a functor on ,pP, for every r)-universal family B on JJ& 
(1) By definition 
% dB,tl f = cofac ~(dom/)(f” rl(codf )) E COfaCVqdom.~)( f 0 T(cod f )), 
so that 
‘7(domf) O %d,B,qf =f o +odf) 
and %, B. rj 0 dbc.d,B turns out to be an v-extensive functor on J$, for every 77-universal 
family B on J$. 
(2) By Theorem 4.7, 
for every strong skeletal category ti and every universal family B on AL Cl 
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6.2a. Theorem. Zf ti is skeletal and B is an q-universalfamily on & then fix( %.sp,B,J = 
B. 
roof. By definition, fix( %‘d,B,V) c B. But, for every b E B, %.pj,B,r)b = cod( 76) = 6, by 
Theorem 4.1, in so far as d is skeletal. So B c fix( %‘&,&. Concluding: fix( %d,B,J = 
B. Cl 
6.lb. Theorem. Zf & is left cancelling and 25 is an q-closure functor on & then fix 8 
is an q-universal family on d. 
Proof. Assume that ‘8 is an v-closure functor on cr& By Theorem 5.1, 8dbj is an 
idempotent function on d; so 
1 
Furthermore, for every h : a + b E fix 8, note that 6 = 86; so 
and %h E Cofac,, h. Therefore qa is a weak universal arrow from a to fix % and 
turns out to be a universal arrow from a to fix 8, by Lemma 3.1’, in so far as ti is 
left cancelling. Cl 
6.2b. Theorem. Zf & is left cancelling and 8’ is an q-closure functor on & then 
ce &4$X 8.17 O ~%4,fiX ?!T = 2% 
Proof. By Theorem 6.lb, fix %’ is an q-universal family on & in so far as RI is left 
cancelling and 8 is an q-closure functor on ti; so 
%z .sd,fix ~,T# = cod( qa) = ga, 
% a&fix 8.T) f = cofac v(dom/l(f' q(codf )) = %_ 
in so far as % is an v-extensive functor on cr&. q 
For every strong skeletal and left cancelling category &, % is a closure functor 
on & iff fix % is a universal family on .PI and % is an qd,fix z-closure functor on &. 
From the theorems above, we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
eorem. For any strong skeletal and lef1 cancelring category d, the correspon- 
dence B - %&, 0 .%wc~,~ induces a bijection from the class of universal families on & 
onto the class of closure functors on &, whereas the correspondence S5 - fix %’ induces 
the inverse bijection from the class of closure functors on & onto the class of universal 
families on ~4. 
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For any strong skeletal and left cancelling category .PJ! and any universal family 
B on d, Cd,, is the closure functor on & relative to B and, for any a, the object 
SfZLJ,,a is the clostore of a on & relative to B. 
3. Closure theory for inclusion orders 
For any set U, the Inclusion Order A’( V) is the preorder such that 
Obj = pow U, a+b e acb. 
58( U) is an order because of the antisymmetry property of the inclusion relation. 
We want now to retrieve the traditional closure theory as the closure theory for 
inclusion orders from the closure theory for categories. 
7.1. Theorem. B is a universal family on sd( U) i’ B is a closure family on pow U. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, B is a universal family on ti( U) iff, for every a, 
(1) {a)bnBZ(d, 
(2) inf.,, LI ,(b)” n B) E B. 
Now we show that conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent to condition 
(3) f% (W” n B) E B. 
Remark first that 
(4) {a}” n B # Cn a n,, ({a}” n B) = inf,r.df d{a)e n B). 
By (4), conditions ( 1) and (2) imply condition (3). On the other hand condition (3) 
implies condition ( 1); indeed 
so that 
fLr ({al” f-7 B) E {al” 
and, by condition (3) 
n,,({a}“nB)E{a}“nB. 
Since condition (3) implies condition ( l), it implies also condition (2) by remark 
(4). Eventually we show that condition (3) is true iff B is a closure family on pow U. 
Obviously, if B is a closure family on pow U then condition (3) is true. On the 
other hand, condition (3) implies that B is a closure family on pow U; indeed we 
have 
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as an instance of (5); but 
AEB =+ Ac({&A}“nB) 
* ndrbw-n~kn.A; 
therefore 
AGB --r, fhA=n,(cn,AI=-nB); 
so, by condition (3), 
AcB * nUAEB. 
Concluding: B is a universal family on &( U) iff B is a closure family on pow U. Cl 
7.2. Lemma. Q is a closure function on d( U) ifl(p is a closure function on pow U. 
For every closure family B on pow U, set %‘rf,B = %.:J( Lr ),R. 
7.3. Theorem. For every closure family B on pow U, cIosU,~ = ( %u,B)obj. 
Proof. If B is a closure family on pow U then 
clos U.sa=nL,{blaEbEB}~B; 
but 
so 
{+-fL, {b(aG k W; 
nL, {blar bc B}E{a}% B. 
By the corollary of Theorem 1.3 and the corollary of Theorem 4.8, 
clo~~,~a=n~, {blat bE B} 
= inf,..d, u ,({a)” n B) 
= wL.J( I I ).R (4 
= %U,Ba. Cl 
We now retrieve the traditional oore theorems from those for categories. 
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8.la. Theorem. If B is a closure family on pow U then cIos~,~ is a closure function 
on pow U. 
Proof. By Theorems 6.la, 7.1, 5.1, Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 7.3, because &( U) is 
strong skeletal. Cl 
8.2a. Theorem. If B is a closure family on pow U then fix( cIos~,~) =B. 
Proof. I3y Theorems 6.2a, 7.1 and 7.3, because &( U) is skeletal. Cl 
8.lb. Theorem. If Q is a closure function on pow U then fix Q is a closure family on 
pow u. 
Proof. By Theorems d.lb, 5.1, 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, because &( U) is left 
cancelling. Cl 
8.2b. Theorem. If Q is a closure function on pow U then clo~“,~~ cp = Q. 
Proof. By Theorems 6.2b, 5.1, Lemm js 7.2 anG Theorem 7.3, because &( U) is strong 
skeletal and left cancelling. Cl 
From the theorems above” ‘we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
8.3. Theorem. The correspondence B w clos u,B induces a bijection from the class of 
closure families on pow U onto the class of closure functions on pow U, whereas the 
correspondence Q - fix Q induces the inverse bijection from the class of closure functions 
on pow U onto the class of closure families on pow U. 
Example. Consider the function S, and remember that the family Clos S2 of sets 
closed with respect o S, is a closure family on pow{O, 1,2}. The inductive closure 
function clos Io,l,2~,s~ on pow{O, 1,2} with respect o S2 is the object part of the closure 
functor on sQ(0, 1,2) relative to Clos S2. 
In Fig. 4, thick arrows display the structure of the inclusion order &{O, 1,2}, 
whereas thin arrows display the action of the closure function above. 
. Closure theory for iteration orders 
Let Q, $ be functions on Obj. Q is acyclic iff 
cpafa * q”+‘a#a; 
for every a and every n. Identity functions are acyclic. 
The Iteration Preorder d(cp) is the preorder such that 
a+b e r,qt’a = b. 
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Fig. 4 
B dominates p iff for every CL there is some n such that cp”a E B, i.e. iff B is a superior 
family on &( 9). d(q) is an order iff q~ is acyclic; indeed &( cp) is antisymmetric iff 
m+n 
Q a =a * rpma=a, 
for every a, every m, and every n. 
We now want to obtain the closure theory for iteration orders from the closure 
theory for categories. For any function Q (acyclic or not j on Obj and any superior 
family B on d(~), we define an acyclic function QB on Obj to substitute for Q: 
The function qB is obtained from Q by “cutting” all p-cycles where elements of B 
occur. 
9.1. Theorem. If B dominates Q then the function QB is acyclic. 
roof. If QB is not acyclic then there is an object a such that 
ipBa # a, &a=a 
for some n > 1. On the other hand, if QBa # Q then a ti B, by definition of Qg. 
Therefore, if QB is not acyclic then a = &a E for some n>l. y definition of 
Q~,lleCeSSarily a,Q&..., &a 6Z B, i.e. there is a qB-cycle with no objects belonging 
to B. So, for every m, cpia ti B, because q$ a = &a, for some k s n. Concluding: 
if Q~ is not acyclic then does not inate Q. Cl 
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If B dominates (o then A&& is an order. 
9.2. Lemma. B dominates q ijf B dominates pps. 
9.3. Lemma. Ij$ !&Y a closure func;ion on d(cpB) then $ is a closure function on d(cp ). 
. Lemma. BIQ~ = B~Q. 
9.5 Theorem. lj B dominates Q then ( BIQ )a is a supremum for (a) in B on &( Q ), 
jbr every a. 
Proof. If B dominates Q then, for every a, there is some n such that (p”a E B; let 
k = p,&“a E B) = ( B&Q~; 
then 
cpka = q’ ais ‘a = (B&)0 
is a minimum of (a}” fl B on A!(Q), i.e. a supremum for (a} in B on A?( Q). 0 
9.6. Theorem. B is a universal family on d(~) ifl B dominaies Q. 
oof. By the corollary of Theofern 4.2, 3 is a wiversal family on al(~) iff B 
dominates Q and for every a there is scale supremum for {a} in B on d(cp). By 
Theorem 9.5, B is a universal family on d((p) i@ B dominates Q. 0 
For every acyclic ~0 and every B dominating Q, szt %*& = %.d[c)&. 
9.7. Theorem. For every acyclic Q ar#d ever?? B dominating Q, BIQ = ( %q,B)ohj. 
roof. If Q is acyclic then SQCC) is afi order; for every B dominating Q and every a, 
s*.sa = 
..J( q b.N 
by the corollary of Theorems 4.8 and 3.5. Cl 
For every B dominating Q, B 
By Theorem 9.1 and Lemma 9.4. 0 
e now obtain s for iteration orders from those for categories. 
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eorem. If B dominates ~0 then the general iterate B is a closure function 
on d(Q)* 
roof. Assume that B dominates Q. By Theorem 9.1, Q~ is acyclic and, by Theorem 
9.2, B dominates Q~. By Theorems 6.la, 9.6, 5.1 and 9.7, B is a closure function 
on &(Q&. By Lemmas 9.4 and 9.3, BIQ is a closure function on I(;Q( Q). Note that, 
for any acyclic Q, the theorem follows straightforwardly from Theorems 6.la, 9.6, 
5.1 and 9.7. El 
10.2a. Theorem. If B dominates Q then fix( BIQ) = B. 
Proof, Assume that B dominates Q. By Theorem 9.1, Q~ is acyclic and, by Theorem 
9.2, B dominates Q Ba By Theorems 6.2a, 9.6 and 9.7, fix( Blip,) = B. By Lemma 9.4, 
fix( BIQ) = B. Note that, for any acyclic Q, the theorem follows straightforwardly 
from Theorems 6.2a, 9.6 and 9.7. Cl 
lO.lb. Theorem. If $ is a closure function on &(Q) then fix (I/ dominates Q. 
Proof. By Theorems 6.1 b, 5.1 and 9.6. Cl 
10.2b. Theorem. If (9 is acyclic and t,b is a closure function on &(Q) then (fix $)IQ = t,b. 
Proof. By Theorems 6.2b, 5.1 and 9.7. q 
If # is a general iterate of Q under the control of some superior family on d(cp) 
then $ is a closure function on d(q). If Q is acyclic then $ is a general iterate of 
Q under the control of some superior family on d(cp) iff # is a closure function on 
d(cp). From the theorems above, we obtain immediately the following theorem. 
10.3. Theorem. ( 1) The correspondence B I+ B induces an injection of the class of 
superior families on d(~) into the class of closure functions on d(<p ), whereas the 
correspondence $ I+ fix $ induces the right inverse mapping from the class of closure 
functions on d(~) onto the class of superior families on Isa(~). 
(2) If Q is acyclic then the correspondence B - B is a bijection from the class of 
superior families on J&'(Q) onto the class of closure functions on .SS!(Q ), whereas the 
correspondence # - fix $ induces the inverse bijection from the class of closure functions 
on d(cp) onto the r!ass of superior families on &(Q). 
es. ( 1) Consider the successor function S; it is injective and acyclic. Then 
an order. On the other hand, the set [0], dominates S and therefore is a 
universal family on A(S). Since S is acyclic, 
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The general iterate [O],K is the meaning of the statement 
while 1(x = 0 mod 3) do x := x + 1 
and its action is displayed by the thin arrows in Fig. 5, where thick arrows display 
the action of S. 
(2) Consider the function q such that 
1 Sn if n + 1 fz! [015, fpn = n-3 if n+lE[015, 
and let B = [3&. The function cp is not acyclic and acts as shown in Fig. 6a, whereas 
the cut function Q~ acts as shown in Fig. db. It is easy to realize that J@(Q) is a 
preorder but not an order, whereas 94( Q~) is an order. In Fig. 7 thick arrows visualize 
the action of the function Q, whereas thin arrows visualize the action of the function 
In Fig. g thick arrows visualize the action of the function rgs, whereas thin 
arrows visualize the action of the function BIQ~. It is easy to realize that BIQ~ = BIQ. 
(3) We show by means of an example that Theorem lO.2b is true only for acyclic 
functions. Consider the function 
cpn= 
{ 
n+l ifn+lE[O],, 
n-5 ifn+lE[016, 
Fig. 5 
Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 
\ 0 1 368 
\ 4 
Fig. 8 
Fig. 9 
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\/hich is not acyclic. In Fig. 9, thick arrows display the action of q, whereas thin 
arrows display the action of a closure function $ such that fix t,!j = [O], . Now 
)2=(co1,IQ)3=3, 
whereas 
4b2=J/l=$O=O, fp=#4=93=3. 
A. I. Adjoin ts 
Let 
&’ = (Obj, Horn, dom, cod, 0, l), 
&’ = (Obj’, Horn’, dom’, cod’, o’, 1’) 
be any categories, let ST, 3, X’ be any functors from & to &” and let 3’ be any 
functor from s4’ to d. We agree that 
a, b E Obj; a’, 8’ E Obj’; 
Jg&Hom; f’, g’, II’E Horn’. 
f is a universal arrow from a to 9’ relative tc> a’ iff 
(1) f:a+S’a’; 
(2) for every h : a + 9’b’ there is just one g : a’+ b’ such that _P S’g = h. 
. f is a universal arrow from a to B iff f is a universal arrow from a to 
%v.c~,~ relative to cod$ 
A function 7 from Obj into Horn’ is a natural transformation from 53 to %’ iff 
%bA X’b 
for every f: a + b. 9 is a leji adjoin: <or 9’ by q iff 
(1) q is a natural transformation from the identity functor on & to the composite 
functor $0 S’, 
(2) qa is a universal arrow from a to 9’ relative to $a, for every a. 
bj x Obj’ into the class of functions from 
@ is a left adjoint for 9’ by Q iff every qa,at is a bijective function from 
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Horn’‘’ @a, a’) into Hom(a, $‘a’), such that 
Ji SfrTi;P ~ JiT[--;: 
h’ cp ’ 
a $a- b’ a - Wb’ 
for every a, b, a’, b’,J; f ‘, g’, h’. 
For any Q, set 
rl = ‘7[Ql= bJ, Qo,d I))),, 
note that q[~] is a function from Obj into Horn and that 
la:a+a, 
S(la):Sa+Sa, 
q[cp]a : a + 9’( 9a). 
A.1. Theorem. If 9 is a left adjoint for 9’ by Q then 9 is a left adjoint for 9’ by q[ Q]. 
Proof. For f: a + b, 
Assume that 9 is a left adjoint 
a A S’( $a) 
la 
T II I 
3’( sj-, 
and so 
.f a-b 
w 
I 
II 
I 
rib 
@‘( $Ta) s’( 3f ‘, c$Y( $b) 
which states that T[Q] is a natural transfer 
to the composite functor $0 9’. 
entity functor on & 
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On the other hand, since pa,hn is a bijective function, also (P;,~’ is a (bijective) 
function and, for every f: a + Fb’, 
la T 1 II 3 ‘(CF; ‘)._f) , 
.f a - 9 ‘6’ 
where the morphism (P&J is uniquely determined; so va is a universal arrow from 
a to 9’ relative to 9’ and 9 results to be a left adjoint for 9’ by r). q 
For any 7, let cp[ 71 be that mapping of Obj x Obj’ into the class of functions from 
Horn’ into Horn, such that 
Va.h’ = 91 V1a.h’ = {(f’, qa 0 Wf’) 1 f ‘: 9a + b’}; 
note that (p[ v],,~’ is a function from Horn’‘’ *a, b’) into Horn@, Wb’), for every a, b’. 
A.2. Theorem. If 9 is a left adjoint for 9’ by 7 then 9 is a left adjoint for 9’ by p[ q]. 
\ 
roof. Assume that 9 is a left adjoint for k’ by q. Then the function (P[q]a,bt is 
bijective because ~a is universal from a to 9’ relative to 9a. On the other hand, if 
II ’ 
a %a-b 
(P,,h’h’ = c&J Sf 0’ g’ o’f ‘) 
= qa 0 $‘( $f o’g’o’f’) 
= qa 0 g’( $Gf) 0 $‘g’0 $ii’f’ 
=j- o rib o stg’o s’f’ 
= f O p/&g 0 wj-?, 
that is 
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s T I II 4’f’ 
QCl,h'h' 
a - 9’6’ 
and 9 turns out to be a left adjoint for sib’ by q. 0 
If 9 is a left adjoint for S’ by (9 then q[q[(p]] = cp. If 9 is a left adjoint for 9’ 
by r7 then rlbMl= v 
A.2. Reflectors 
Let 9 be any functor from & into %~4.,,~, i.e. set ti ’ = %~t?.~,~. 9 is an v-reflector 
from J$ into B iff 9 is a left adjoint for the (full) inclusion functor &c~,~ by q, 
i.e. iff 
(1) q is a natural transformation from the identity functor on & to the composite 
functor 9 0 &+zc~,~, 
(2) ~a is a universal arrow from Q to Azc.~,~ relative to %z, for every a. 
A.3. Theorem. For every q-universalfamily B on d, the functor %kd,B,V is an v-reflector 
from d into B. 
Proof. Let B be any q-universal family on ~4. Then va is a universal 
a to B, i.e. a universal arrow from a to J&zc.~,~ relative to cod( qa), for 
the other hand, the diagram 
arrow from 
every a. On 
commutes by definition for every f: a + b; so, in particular, cod( r]a) = %.d,B,Vao 
Therefore: 
(1) q is a natural transformation from the identity functor on S$ to the composite 
(2) To is a universal arrow from a to $PzC., B relative to (e, B qa, for every a* q . . . 
A.4 Theorem. For every q-universal family B on d, if 9, 9’ are v-rejectors from .d 
into B, then 9’ = @‘. 
Assume that 9 and 9’ are q-reflectors from &’ into Then r7 is a natural 
transformation from the identity functor on & to the composite functors 9 o $#C.~J 
and 9’ 0 A+zc.~,~. Therefore 9% = cod( qa) = %‘a and 9f = 9” in so far as WfE 
Cofac,,(f 0 vb) and, on the other hand, lCofac,,(f 0 qb)l = 1 in so far a is an 
v-universal family on ~4’. Concludin 
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For every q-universal family B on ~4, the functor %.C9,B,s is the unique q-reflector 
from ~4 into B. 
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